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A B S T R A C T   

Hybrid nanofluid (HNF) is a new and improved type of nanofluid models that is widely employed 
in fluid flow regimes to increase thermal efficiency. The purpose of this effort is to investigate 
HNF flow in two dimensions over a horizontal sheet while accounting for the effects of Joule 
heating, viscous dissipation, suction, and thermal slip. The impact of regulating parameters on 
skin friction and heat transfer is also investigated. HNF used in this investigation is a mixture of 
water and two types of solid nanoparticles, namely aluminium alloys AA7072 and AA7075. The 
numerical solutions of partial differential equations are obtained using the Crank-Nicolson 
method. The outcomes are illustrated in detailed ranges of the connection parameters. The 
thermal slip effect diminishes the temperature outline from the system and wall temperature. 
Shrinking sheet movement plays a key role in manipulating fluidity and thermal dispersal. 
Magnetic strength pulls down the fluidity and wall temperature meanwhile, it assists the thermal 
dispersion, fractional force, and Nusselt number.   

1. Introduction 

Nanofluids are two-phase liquid-solid combination fluids that may be thought of as next-generation heat-transference fluids. 
Nanofluids have a bright future as thermal fluids in a variety of heat transference implementations. Since solid nanomaterials with 
characteristic length scales of 1–100nm and high current conductivity are adjourned in the base fluid, they have improved the con-
ventional fluid’s effective thermal conducting and convection heat transference. There are improved conceptions and actual uses of 
nanofluids that provide exciting heat transference features when compared to traditional heat transference fluids, such as solar cells, 
electrical substation implementations, and cooling systems [1,2]. 
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Nanofluid models are extremely important to scientists since they have substantial manufacturing and engineering applications due 
to their increased heat transfer rates. HNF is a term used to describe a homogenous phase created by mixing two or more metals at the 
same time. When compared to unitary NF, this progressive class of HNF showed promising improvements in heat transfer properties, 
thermo-physical and hydrodynamic properties. HNF can be engaged in a variety of heat transfer (HT) applications, involving trans-
portation, engineering, and health sciences. Deferment of various nanofluid models in a composite/mixture of base fluids can be used 
to make HNF. HT system is critical in many sectors involving thermal and chemical processes. Fluids are constantly used in HT process. 
The major goal of using mixes (HNF) is to increase the efficacy of the mixture’s thermal characteristics, and hybridity nanofluid is a 
mixing of different nano-sized particles with fluid. Numerous strategies have been used in reality to improve the thermal character-
istics of liquids. In terms of boosting HT efficiency, nanoparticles are the most prevalent and up-to-date technical trend. In the presence 
of rotation, Said et al. [3] proposed a 3D class of HNF to further increase the HT rate over the stretching sheet. Mandal et al. [4] utilized 
an artificial neural network to shape investigational data. Saha et al. [5] reported a study of HT and rheological properties of HNFs for 
cooling applications. The findings of this investigation would be useful to the developer in helping them model the thermal device 
while taking numerous regulating factors into proper thermal management. Review investigation by Al-Chlaihawi et al. [6] probed the 
heat convection, fluid flow, and entropy formation in porousness enclosures filled with hybridity nanofluid is summarized in this work. 
The effects of magnetohydrodynamics on Newtonianism and non-Newtonianism base fluids are studied. Natural convective HT is one 
of the most prevalent kinds of HT due to the vast range of technical implications it has, including solar panels, electronic devices, air 
conditioners, nuclear reactors, and geothermal operational. Tayebi [7] analysed local non-equilibria on the natural convective heat 
transfer in a non-Darcy porous medium. Tayebi et al. [8] analysed local non-equilibrium over a saturated horizontal elliptical 
non-Darcian porous annulus. Kursus et al. [9] discussed the most current advancements in nanofluids and hybridity nanofluids in 
machining operations such as milling, turning, grinding, and drilling nanofluid and HNF thermophysical qualities such as viscidness, 
heat conductance, durability, and hydrophilicity Thermal conductivity and viscosity of nanofluids were shown to be highly impacted 
by temperature, mass fractional size, particles kind, and nanomolecules size. HNF has better thermophysical characteristics than 
nanofluids and conventional fluids. Xiong et al. [10] examined the recent studies in this field to determine the primary benefits and 
drawbacks of HNF as HT agents in solar energy collectors. Muneeshwaran et al. [11] presented a state-of-the-art overview on the use of 
HNF in diverse heat transfer applications, as well as the limitations associated with HNF and future research directions. While Dubey 
et al. [12] presented a short review in HNF on mechanics studies. These review examinations offered a set of connections between 
thermophysical characteristics. For several heat transference applications, the relationships between the Nusselt quantity and fric-
tional factor are also listed. Finally, the difficulties with mono nanofluids, hybridity nanofluids, and potential future study areas are 
discussed. Syed and Jamshed [13] looked at the flow of MHD tangent HNF over a stretched sheet’s boundary layer. In addition, the 
application of the generalized HT of tangent hyperbolic fluids across a nonlinearly ranging slip including HNFs was examined by Refs. 
[14–16]. 

A magnetic field (MF) in a fluid is a field of force produced by a magnet or by an electric current flowing through the fluid. It is 
similar to a magnetic field in a vacuum, but the properties of the fluid can affect the strength and distribution of the field. For example, 
the presence of ferromagnetic materials in the fluid can increase the field strength (Zhang et al. [17] and Hanif et al. [18,19]), and the 
fluid’s electrical conductivity can affect the field’s distribution (Mourad et al. [20] and Manna et al. [21]). The magnetic field in a fluid 
can be used for a variety of purposes, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in medicine and magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 
propulsion in aerospace (Khashi’ie et al. [22]). It can also be used to study the properties of the nanofluid itself, as the field can interact 
with the nanoparticles and provide information about their size, shape, and concentration (Saqib et al. [23], Hanif et al. [24], and 
Alkasasbeh et al. [25]). Different studies and computational analysis are done by Roy et al. [26]. While, and Khazayinejad and 
Nourazar [27] considered the concept of fractional calculus to designate HT investigation of HNF along a leaky platter. Gürdal et al. 
[28] impacted the HNF flowing in an indented tube endangered with the MF. In the manifestation of Joule heating, the magnetic 
flowing and HT of HNF passes a diminishing cylinder are elaborated by Khashi’ie et al. [29]. HT rate is reduced by both the Eckert 
quantity and the curvature variable. The curvature variable, on the other hand, enhances boundary layer separation, but an increase in 
Eckert quantity has no impact on slowing boundary layer separation. Shoaib et al. [30] explored the phenomena of HT in 3D radiative 
flowing of HNF via a spinning disc using magnetic force and Joule heating. The rate of HT is shown to be related to the Brinkman 
quantity, electromagnetic impact, and nanomolecules concentricity. Hanifa and Shafie [31,32] probed the magneto effect on HNF 
flowing with HT over a horizontal flat surface, correspondingly, with MF. The radiation and magneto micropolar HNF flowing via a 
stretchable (shrinkable) sheet of Al2O3 and Cu nanostructures is investigated by Waini et al. [33]. Furthermore, the effects of Joule 
heating and viscid dissipative flow are considered. The impact of Eckert quantity and Thermal radiation variable on HT rate is to 
diminish it. Zainal et al. [34] quantitatively investigated the conduct of magnetic effect on the unsteadiness separate stagnating-point 
flowing of HNF with the effects of viscid dissipative flow and Joule heating. Recent developments in the hybrid nanofluid research can 
be found in Ref. [35to39]. 

The Crank-Nicolson method can be used to solve time-dependent partial differential equations (PDEs) that describe fluid flow. For 
example, the Navier-Stokes equations are a set of PDEs that describe the motion of viscous fluid and are commonly used to model fluid 
flow. The Crank-Nicolson method can be used to solve the Navier-Stokes equations in two dimensions (e.g., for a flat surface) by 
breaking the surface into a grid of discrete points and approximating the derivatives in the equations using finite differences. The 
resulting system of equations can then be solved iteratively using the Crank-Nicolson method. One advantage of using the Crank- 
Nicolson method to solve the Navier-Stokes equations is that it is unconditionally stable, meaning that it is stable for any choice of 
time step size. This is in contrast to explicit methods, which can become unstable if the time step size is too large. It is worth noting that 
solving the Navier-Stokes equations is a challenging task, and it is not always possible to obtain an analytical solution. In these cases, 
numerical methods such as the Crank-Nicolson method can be used to approximate the solution [40]. In terms of time, it is a 2nd-order 
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technique. It is numerically stable, implicit in time, and may be stated as an implicit Runge-Kutta technique [41]. To investigate the 
supercritical behaviour of 3rd-grid aqueous nanofluid in perspective of supercritical water, a novel computational thermodynamic 
model is presented by Hiremath et al. [42]. The Redlich-Kwong formula of state was used to compute the thermal expansion rate for 
supersonic nanofluid free convection in terms of temperature, compaction factor, and pressure. To get numerical solutions, a 
well-tested unconditionally stable Crank-Nicolson technique was used. Hanif [43,44] explored the heat transference and unsteadiness 
flowing features of a Maxwell fluid over a vertical flat surface. The numerical finite-difference approach in the Crank Nicolson style is 
used to solve the model of governing boundary layer flowing and heat transmission. In the occurrence of a magneto force and radiative 
fluxing, a mathematical model is developed by Hiremath et al. [45] to analyse the unsteadiness magneto-convection flowing and heat 
transition attributes of 3rd-grade Reiner-Rivlin non-Newtonianism nanofluid from a moving or stationary hot cylinder. A well-proven 
convergent Crank-Nicolson type finite difference technique is employed. 

As a consequence of the above-declared investigations, the recent exploration aims are to consider the 2D-magnetohydrodynamics 
AA7072+AA7075 HNF crossways a perpendicular rabidly decrease slip by the reality of Joule heating and thermal slide condition. The 
single-phase NFM of Tiwari and Das are employed in this analysis. HNF-containing aluminium alloys (AA7072) and (AA7075) 
nanoparticles were employed in this study to attain outstanding convective heat transfer efficiency. HNF (AA7072+AA7075/water) is 
created by suspending two nanoparticles. This research looks at the velocity and temperature profiles of solid nanoparticles with 
different volume fractions, magnetic properties, Eckert numbers, thermal slip parameters, and Prandtl numbers. This study also in-
vestigates the effect of solid copper nanoparticles against suction on variations of reduced skin friction and concentrated heat transfer. 
The existing numerical findings are associated to the outcomes of earlier investigations for comparison. According to best our un-
derstanding, this is the unique and novel attempt to engage the Numerical Crank-Nicolson Methodology to analysing thermal resistive 
effect using Hybridity Aluminium Alloy Nanofluid Flowing Based-Water via Stretchable Horizontal Plate. Applicability of this problem 
can be found in the industrial, manufacturing and research laboratories were the metal rods and sheets were treated at high tem-
peratures and requiring cooling process for the finishing effects of the products. Numerical prediction through this work can help the 
experimenters to optimize their process towards successful outcomes with minimal failure rate. 

2. Mathematical formulation 

The two-dimensional incompressible, unsteady MHD flow of HNF over a horizontal stretching sheet in the presence of viscous 
dissipation is stated (Fig. 1S (supplementary material)). 

In x− axis manner, the shallow velocity is u = Uw(x /L). Furthermore, the thermal slip condition is implemented at the surface of 
the sheet. Besides, along y− axis, a MF of strength B0 is used. The central equation for a HNF is given by the following set of equations 

∂u∗

∂x∗
+

∂u∗

∂y∗
= 0. (1) 

Fig. 1. Velocity contour plots for various values of suction (S).  
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ρhnf

(
∂u∗

∂t
+ u∗∂u∗

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂u∗

∂y∗

)

= μhnf
∂2u∗

∂y∗2 − σhnf B2
0u∗. (2)  

(
ρCp
)

hnf

(
∂T∗

∂t
+ u∗∂T∗

∂x∗
+ v∗

∂T∗

∂y∗

)

= khnf
∂2T∗

∂y∗2 + μhnf

(
∂u∗

∂y∗

)2

+ σhnf B2
0u∗2

. (3) 

The corresponding initial boundary conditions are 

u∗(x∗, y∗, 0) = 0, v(x∗, y∗, 0) = 0, T∗(x∗, y∗, 0) = 0,

u∗(0, y∗, t) = 0,T∗(0, y∗, t) = T∞,

u∗(x∗, 0, t) = Uw

(x
L

)
, v∗(x∗, 0, t) = Vw,T∗(x∗, 0, t) = Tw + β

∂T∗

∂y∗
,

u∗(x∗,∞, t) = 0, T∗(x∗,∞, t) = T∞.

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(4) 

The velocity constituents u∗ and v∗ along with the x∗− axis, and y∗− axis are suggested correspondingly. Though, β is the aspect of 
thermal slip, while T denotes the temperature. HNF thermo physical possessions were utilized to control the overhead equation, as 
declared in Table 1 and Table 2. Solid nanoparticles volume fractions of aluminum alloys AA7072 and AA7075is articulated by φ1 and 
φ2 singly. Additionally, Cp, μ, ρ, σ, and k denote the detailed temperature capability, dynamic viscidness, thickness, electrical con-
ductivity, and thermal conductivity, respectively. The subscripts f , nf , hnf , s1 and s2 represent fluid, NF, HNF, solid nanoparticles 1 
(AA7072), and solid nanoparticles 2 (AA7075), correspondingly. 

Introducing an appropriate set of non-dimensional parameters 

x=
x∗

L
, y= y∗

(
Uw

νf L

)1
2

, t=
Uwt∗

L
, u=

uu∗

Uw
, v= v∗

(
Uwνf

L

)− 1
2

,T =
T∗ − T∞

Tw − T∞
, (5) 

The non-dimensional form of equations (2), (3) and (6) are [46]. 

∂u
∂x

+
∂v
∂y

= 0, (6)  

ρhnf

ρf

(
∂u
∂t

+ u
∂u
∂x

+ v
∂u
∂y

)

=
μhnf

μf

∂u2

∂y2 −
σhnf

σf
Mu, (7)  

(
ρCp
)

hnf(
ρCp
)

f

(
∂T
∂t

+ u
∂T
∂x

+ v
∂T
∂y

)

=
khnf

kf Pr
∂2T
∂y2 +

μhnf Ec
μf

(
∂u
∂y

)2

+
σhnf

σf
MEcu2. (8) 

The non-dimensional initial boundary conditions are 

u(x, y, 0) = 0, v(x, y, 0) = 0, T(x, y, 0) = 0,

u(0, y, t) = 0, T(0, y, t) = 0,

u(x, 0, t) = x, v(x, 0, t) = S, T(x, 0, t) = 1 + γ
∂T
∂y

,

u(x,∞, t) = 0, T(x,∞, t) = T∞.

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(9)  

Table 1 
HNF thermophysical physiognomies [47].  

Titles Appearances 

Dynamic Viscosity μhnf =
μf

(1 − φ1)
2.5

(1 − φ2)
2.5 

Electrical conductivity 
σhnf =

σ2 + 2σnf − 2φ2(σnf − σ2)

σ2 + 2σnf + φ2(σnf − σ2)
× (σnf )

where (σnf ) =
σ1 + 2σf − 2φ1(σf − σ1)

σ1 + 2σf + φ1(σf − σ1)
× (σf )

Thermal conductivity 
khnf =

ks2 + 2knf − 2φ2(knf − ks2)

ks2 + 2knf + φ2(knf − ks2)
× (knf )

where knf =
ks1 + 2kf − 2φ1(kf − ks1)

ks1 + 2kf + φ1(kf − ks1)
× (kf )

Heat capacity (ρcp)hnf = (1 − φ2)[(1 − φ1)(ρcp)f + φ1(ρcp)s1 ] + φ2(ρcp)s2 

Density ρhnf = (1 − φ2)[(1 − φ1)ρf + φ1ρs1 ] + φ2ρs2  
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Here M =
σf B2

0L
ρf Uw

,Pr = (μCp)f
kf

,Ec =
U2

w
Cp(T− T∞)

, S = Vw

(
L

Uwνf

)1
2 and γ = β

(
Uw
νf L

)1
2 are magnetic parameter, Prandtl number, Eckert number, suc-

tion parameter, and thermal slip parameter, respectively. The skin friction and Nusselt number are specified as 

Cf =
τw

ρf U2
w
,Nu=

x∗qw

kf (Tw − T∞)
. (10)  

where τw = μhnf

(
∂u
∂y

)

y=0 
and qw = − khnf

(
∂T
∂y

)

y=0
. Using the non-dimensional parameters (5), the following non-dimensional form of 

equation (10) is obtained 

NuxRe− 1/2 = −
khnf x

kf

(
∂T
∂y

)

y=0
,Cf Re1/2 =

μhnf

μf

(
∂u
∂y

)

y=0
. (11)  

3. Finite difference method and numerical validity 

The Crank-Nicolson method, which approximates the equations at an average of current and forward time levels, i.e., nth and 
(n + 1)th time level is used to approximate the derivative terms in equations (6)–(8). Let un

i,j, vn
i,j and Tn

i,j be the numerical approximation 
of u(x,y, t), v(x,y, t), and T(x, y, t) at time n for any point (xi,yj)

un+1
i,j− 1 − un+1

i− 1,j− 1 + un+1
i,j − un+1

i− 1,j + un
i,j− 1 − un

i− 1,j− 1 + un
i,j − un

i− 1,j

4Δx
+

vn+1
i,j − vn+1

i,j− 1 + vn
i,j − vn

i,j− 1

2Δy
= 0, (12)  

Table 2 
Thermal-physical characteristics of solid nanoparticles and base fluid [48].  

Fluids ρ (kg /m3) σ
(
S/m

)
cp(J /kg K) k (W /m K) Pr 

Water (H2O) 997.1 0.05 4179 0.613 6.2 
AA7072 2810 26.77 × 106 960 173 – 
AA7075 2720 34.83 × 106 893 222 –  

Fig. 2. Velocity contour plots for various values of Magnetic constraints (M).  
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ρhnf

ρf

(
un+1

i,j − un
i,j

Δt
+ un

i,j

un+1
i,j − un+1

i− 1,j + un
i,j − un

i− 1,j

2Δx
+ vn

i,j

un+1
i,j+1 − un+1

i,j− 1 + un
i,j+1 − un

i,j− 1

4Δy

)

=
μhnf

μf

(
un+1

i,j+1 − 2un+1
i,j + un+1

i,j− 1 + un
i,j+1 − 2un

i,j + un
i,j− 1

2Δy2

)

− M
σhnf

σf

(
un+1

i,j + un
i,j

2

)

,

(13)  
(
ρCp
)

hnf(
ρCp
)

f

(
Tn+1

i,j − Tn
i,j

Δt
+un

i,j

Tn+1
i,j − Tn+1

i− 1,j+Tn
i,j − Tn

i− 1,j

2Δx
+vn

i,j

Tn+1
i,j+1 − Tn+1

i,j− 1+Tn
i,j+1 − Tn

i,j− 1

4Δy

)

=
khnf

kk Pr

(
Tn+1

i,j+1 − 2Tn+1
i,j +Tn+1

i,j− 1+Tn
i,j+1 − 2Tn

i,j+Tn
i,j− 1

2Δy2

)

+MEc
σhnf

σf

(
u2(n+1)

i,j +u2n
i,j

2

)

+Ec
μhnf

2μf

{(
un+1

i,j+1 − un+1
i,j

Δy

)2

+

(un
i,j+1 − un

i,j

Δy

)2
}

.

(14) 

The mesh size (Δx,Δy)=(0.02,0.02) in (x,y) direction and time level (Δt=0.01) have been used to get the numerical solution. The 
numerical iterations are performed numerous times to reach the convergent solutions, which are thought to be obtained when the 
absolute error for all grid nodes approaches 1e− 5. 

4. Results and discussions 

Fluidity and thermal aspects of the MHD flow of AA7072-AA7075/water over a horizontal sheet subjected to Joule heating and 
thermal slip condition were studied. Outcomes based on the finite difference exploration such as velocity, temperature, Nusselt 
number, and surface friction facets were drawn in the form of contour from Figs. 1–6, 1D plots from Figs. 2S-6S (supplementary 
material), column graphs from Figs. 7 and 8, and through numerical display in Table 3. 

The contour plot of velocity for suction effects were portrayed in Fig. 1. For suction (S > 0) the flow gets altered to slow down which 
can be evident through the deep contours away from the wall. 

The higher the magnetic interaction more the Lorenz force involves acting against the fluid movement to resist it. Fig. 2 contours 
clearly depict the above fact with the flocking stream towards the vertical side of the sheet. 

Fig. 3 explicates the thermal dispersion in the system of the horizontal stretching sheet. It can be evidently noted through the evenly 
dispersed isotherms that, for (S > 0) suction, along with the shrinking factor, the flow aspects get altered in the way that, it becomes 
more sensitive around the sheet 

Magnetically altered flow rates in the system have worked in favour of thermal transference. For lower values of the magnetic 

Fig. 3. Temperature contour plots for various values of suction (S).  
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constraints (M), the denser heat contours were observed adjacent to the sheet. For improving magnetic strength, the temperature 
around the sheet tends to reduce due to the enhanced thermal transfer with the slower fluid around the sheet which can be noted in 
Fig. 4 that, moving away from it the significant variation in temperature gets reduced. That is, with the increase in the magnetic force, 

Fig. 4. Temperature contour plots for various values of Magnetic constraints (M).  

Fig. 5. Temperature contour plots for various values of Eckert number (Ec).  
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the accumulation of temperature outlines boosts away from the boundary layer adjacent to the surface and these outlines crowd away 
from it. This is physically due to the Lorentz force that dominates with the increase in magnetic force 

Eckert number (Ec) impacts over the heat dispersal in the system were displayed in Fig. 5. Eckert number reflects the ratio between 
the mass alterations in the fluid which involve internal friction to the heat dissipation in the system. For initial values of Eckert number 
(Ec), the heat through internal friction seems to be low hence the temperature around the sheet looks dominant. As the Eckert number 
(Ec) grows higher, the heat from internal friction gets significant and the thermal contour gets sifted away from the sheet. Fig. 6 
demonstrates the relationship of thermal slippage variable with the temperature outlines. We find that when the value of thermal 
slippage improves, the value of the temperature enhances as then the outlines begin to approach each other closer to the surface. This 
shows that the more thermal slippage is reduced, it will contribute to an improvement in the rate of HT. Also, with an increment in the 
thermal slippage amount, the curvature of the temperature lines boosts towards the upper boundary of the used surface. 

Figs. 2S-6S (supplementary material) showcased the physical aspects like flow velocity and temperature dispersal from a one- 
dimensional point of view. It can be observed that raise in suction tends to boost the flow, meanwhile, the magnetic strength pulls 
down it. 

Through Fig. 2S (supplementary material) , it was found that increasing of the suction values increases the velocity of the fluid flow. 
While we find that the value of M reduces the fluid rapidity as a result of the resistance that the fluid is exposed to from the Lorentz 
force as shown in Fig. 3S (supplementary material). The raise in the variable of suction enhances the temperature as shown in Fig. 4S 
(supplementary material). This is because the suction pressure enhances the stored internal energy, which raises the temperature of the 
fluid. The enhancement of magneto force and Eckert number occurs an increment in the temperature outlines, so we find that there is a 
clear improvement in temperature with magneto force and Eckert number, as shown in Fig. 5S and 6S (supplementary material). On 
the other hand, if the thermal dissipation boosts, the temperature is raised a very clear way, while the boost in temperature also occurs 
with an increment in both the suction amounts and the magnetic force. This is due to the accertion in the energy of the internal 
particles and the elevetion in the collisions between them, which causes an increase in temperature with the influences mentioned 
earlier. 

4.1. Skin frictional and Nusselt number 

To clearly sight the parametrical alterations in the skin frictional and Nusselt number in water, nanofluid (AA7072/water) and 
hybrid fluid (AA7072- AA7075/water) 3D plots were used in Figs. 7 and 8. Interestingly, because of the shrinkable effect, the frictional 
impact is greater far a way from the surface than at the near of it which cause the flowing is fasted easily, and it reverses to be slower 
flowing impacted by existence magnetic strength. 

In the suction variations from Fig. 7(a) on the frictional impact, it can be clearly observed that the hybrid combination of fluid 
attains more frictional impacts than the nanofluid and water. Fig. 7(b) discloses the skin frictional alterations toward the magnetic 
strength. the frictional importance between the water and nanofluid was higher than that of nanofluid and its hybrid version. As the 
flow gets slower for higher magnetic influences, the skin resistance tends to be reduced significantly. 

Fig. 6. Temperature contour plots for various values of thermal slip (γ).  
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Nusselt number behaviours for parametrical alterations were studied and the results were portrayed in Fig. 8(a–d). Heat transfer in 
the system can be denoted as the Nusselt number which was studied under the influence of suction, magnetic strength, thermal slip, 
and Eckert number. Among these, the suction and the thermal slip constraint tend to work against the heat transfer process while the 
magnetic strength and Eckert number assist the heat transfer and favour the process which can be visualized through the Nusselt 
number plots. The slow movement of the flowing fluid creates more chances of a thermal transfer process like in the magnetic strength 
and Eckert number when compared to the suction/injection and thermal slip effects. 

Table 3 numerically displays the wall temperature for various parametrical alterations for all three kinds of flow fluids involved in 
this problem. Change in wall temperature reflects the thermal transfer that occurs due to the parametrical impacts. The trend of 
numerical values in Table 3 clarifies the fact of engaging hybrid fluids in the palace of traditional nanofluid or pure water. Flow across 
the sheet for suction values and the thermal slip values reduce the wall temperature. On other hand, a rise in wall temperature happens 
for increasing values of Magnetic strength and Eckert number. 

5. Conclusions 

Flow and temperature characteristics of the AA7072+AA7075 Hybrid Nanofluid over a vertical sheet that exponentially shrinks 
subjected to MHD, Joule heating, and thermal slip conditions were studied. A finite difference scheme is employed to obtain results for 
velocity, temperature, Nusselt number, and skin friction facets were drawn in the form of plots from Figs. 1–8 and in Table 3. From the 
result analysis, the following conclusive factors were obtained.  

• Suction flow across the sheet tends to elevate the flow velocity, thermal dispersal, and skin frictional aspects.  
• Magnetic strength pulls down the fluidity and wall temperature meanwhile, it assists the thermal dispersion, skin fractional, and 

Nusselt number. 

Fig. 7. Skin friction for various values of (a)Suction (S) and (b) Magnetics constraints (M).  
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Fig. 8. Nusselt number for various values of (a) Suction (S), (b) Magnetic Constrains (M), (c) Eckert number (Ec), and (d) Thermal slip (γ).  
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• Eckert number increases the temperature, Nusselt number, and wall temperature.  
• Thermal slip effect reduces the temperature from the system and for wall temperature.  
• Shrinking sheet movement plays a key role in manipulating fluidity and thermal dispersal.  
• Hybridity combination of flow fluid stays ahead of the other two traditional fluids such as pure water and nanofluid to explore such 

studies. 

6Future scope 

This work can be extended in the future with different hybrid combinations of flow fluids. Entropy and CFD analysis can be 
performed with vital fluid combinations. Shape, stretching side, and physical aspects around the sheet will provide us the numerous 
future scopes. The Crank-Nicolson method could be applied to a variety of physical and technical challenges in the future [49–61]. 
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Table 3 
Effects of governing parameters on wall temperature T(0) for pure water, AA7072/water, and AA7075-AA7072/water.  

M S Ec γ Pure water AA7072/water AA7075-AA7072/water 

0 1 0.5 0.1 1.02668 1.02695 1.02695 
1    1.6789 1.06900 1.06901 
3    1.14600 1.14861 1.14864 
5    1.21889 1.22268 1.22272 
7    1.28713 1.29194 1.29200 
3 0.5   1.16398 1.16564 1.16567  

1.5   1.11223 1.11503 1.11507  
2.0   1.08678 1.08925 1.08928  
2.3   1.07548 1.07772 1.07775  
1 0  0.99478 0.99420 0.99420   

1.4  1.41820 1.42653 1.42662   
2.0  1.59965 1.61182 1.61195   
2.9  1.87183 1.88972 1.88992   
0.5 0.9 1.62103 1.63330 1.63344    

1.4 1.70044 1.71542 1.71560    
2.0 1.72638 1.74381 1.74401    
2.5 1.72203 1.74110 1.74132  
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